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We mourn the passing of our beloved teacher and good friend. Professor Herman Hillman was more than just a professor. He led us by example and all who knew him were enriched by the experience. He demonstrated his concern for other people at all times. His commitment to the highest standards of ethics and professional activity were an inspiration and lesson that will guide all of us throughout our lives and careers.
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HOFS\textsc{strawocky}

Twas Hempstead and the U.C.C.  
Did Tort and Contract in the libe;  
All studygrouped was Martindale-Hubbell's  
And BAR-BRIed.

Beware the Hofstrawock, my dear  
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch;  
Beware the Law Review Bird and Fear  
The ferocious Monroesnatch.

He took in hand his Bluebook sword  
Long time the final exam foe he sought;  
So rested he by the Job Board  
And stood awhile in thought.

And as in Conscience thought he stood  
The Hofstrawock with eyes of flame;  
Came walking into the Mootcourtroom  
Last minute studying as it came.

One two, One two, and thru and thru  
The Bluebook blade was in a hurry  
He left it dead and with its head  
He signed out with the secretary.

And hast thou slain the Hofstrawock  
With joy did turn and twist!  
O Rabinowitz, Resnick, Kadane!  
As he stared at the grade list.

Twas Hempstead and the U.C.C.  
Did Tort and Contract in the libe  
All studygrouped was Martindale-Hubbell's  
And BAR-BRIed.

Kathy Schwed
Message From

At a recent conference of the Society of American Law Teachers, the view was expressed that students come to law school full of fervor to further social justice and law reform, and leave with no other interest than to practice in prestigious law firms and become rich. The law school experience is thus viewed as one that is destructive of idealism and that produces a profession of legal technicians devoid of a sense of social responsibility.

Although I agree that the legal profession as a whole has failed in its responsibilities to society, I do not agree that the cause of that failure is to be found in legal education. Certainly law school did not have that effect on those of us who attended the SALT conference to voice our dismay over the state of our profession. Somehow we survived the law school experience with social consciences intact and, with the benefit of our training in lawyering skills, we are now able to deal more effectively with what we believe to be injustices in society. Those of us at the Conference, however, were only a small proportion of those in legal education, and an even smaller fraction of the legal profession as a whole. What happened, then, to all those others who entered law school with the sole goal in mind of righting social wrongs?

The answer, it seems to me, is clear. Those people never existed. Law School did not destroy their sense of social justice, because they never had it in the first place. That, at any rate, is the conclusion that I draw after a quarter of a century of involvement with law students as a student, teacher, and administrator.

That conclusion should surprise no one. As they say in the computer field, "Garbage in, garbage out." We admit people into law school principally on the basis of their technical skill in attaining high test scores, either by repeating back what they have been told, or by marking the appropriate box in a short-answer machine-graded examination. We give virtually no weight in law school admissions, to a candidate's manifest concern with social problems. The end product of a legal education, therefore, is not conditioned in the classroom, but is predet-
the Dean

determined before students enter class, in the admissions process.

At Hofstra, we have taken a significantly different approach to law school admissions. Because law school and law practice require intellectual facility, we do rely heavily on the candidate’s academic achievement in college (although our primary focus is on the transcript, rather than cumulative grade point average). We minimize, however, the weight given to Law School Admission Test scores. Most important, we give substantial attention to the candidate’s demonstrated concern with social problems, as manifested in work and in extracurricular activities. One thing that policy unquestionably gives us is a far more interesting student body than is generally found at law schools, a factor which serves to enrich the legal educational experience for the faculty as well as for the students.

The ultimate test of that policy, however, will be the performance of our graduates. We know that a majority go into the public sector. We also take pride, however, in the fact that Hofstra Law School graduates are working at the most prestigious private law firms in the country. That, in itself, does not signal the death of idealism. Some of the most important social-legal reforms have been brought about by the PRO BONO activities of private practitioners. Whether you enter public or private practice, therefore, your professional service as members of the bar will be the true measure of the success or failure of Hofstra’s policy to select its students in substantial part on the basis of demonstrated commitment to social reform. I have no doubt that you will fulfill our highest expectations.
Conscience #1

The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association held its annual conference on August 1-4 in Chicago, Illinois, and the Hofstra University School of Law captured its first two awards in the school's history.

CONSCIENCE, after only its first year of publication, received 1st prize as the Best Law School Newspaper in the nation, in the class A category.
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PHOENIX From the Ashes
"I didn't come to law school to edit a magazine."

Learned Hand
The Man held the lectern and looked at the roster,
While the class wondered what questions he might conjure.

Kathy Schwed quivered, "Oh please, not me."
While Grace Goldblatt giggled nervously.
Bergida was quiet, silence surrounding his name,
And even Marc Claster was not heard to complain.
Glen F.'s knees were bobbing like a sprinter who heard "go,"
And yet nowhere to be seen was Justice Cardozo.
Annibale did not care, he was the law,
But Paul Blutman could only sit in awe.
Irwin Miller was laughing, but from fear rest assured,
While Miles was playing with Irwin's leather cuspidor.
Ellery twitted his bushy black stash,
While Stu Goldstein was sneaking a glance.
Dave Bunevich was going to say "pass,"
But he hoped he wouldn't be asked.
Barry Peek looked white as a sheet,
For he had not said a word in a week.
There was no point in Sheppard raising his hand,
Last night he had studied the Islanders at Skateland.
Larry M. was silent though next to him sat Jon,
But please excuse Larry, he just had WON-TON.
Mark Jaffe was sitting next to Marty Kohler,
Two grimmer faces I had only seen on a HOLDER.
Unbelievably, Marsha stopped her tape,
Was that Mitch Elberg with his mouth agape?
Poor Rick Stern dared not say "boo,"
Lest the response be: "Mr. Who?"
And even the "Z,"
Was not flapping his hand excitedly.

Believe it or not, there have been men on the moon,
But there is nothing to challenge the Classroom.

Andrew Lipton
"Monroe Freedman has a very serious Nixon complex."
Eric Lane
"Objection," the counselor did shout.
"Sustained," Judge Ordover alerted.
"An out-of-court statement is out
When used for the matter asserted."

JB
STUDENT, BEWARE!

You've had substantive courses, 
    Procedure too.
You may feel smug -
    'Cause you've gotten through.
Quasi-contract, negligence too
    Are phrases now most familiar to you.
In Property you had an introduction
    To that awesome law of destruction.
In a few words you were given a rule -
    For alienation it served as a tool.
John Chipman Gray, what was your true intent?
    Do you know how much time law students have spent
In solving the puzzle of the Perpetuities Rule -
    It seems they are often in the role of a fool.

Legal scholars have explained - still a disaster!
    Then along comes Kadane, a most forceful master.
He says it's not hard, leads the class through its paces,
    And dissects the rule before most anxious faces.
Contingent, executory - when will it vest?
    He puts his students to the test.
Lives in being plus 21 years?
    Why do students still have their fears?

Unborn widows, the precocious toddler -
    Professor Kadane, he's no coddler.
It's stated one bad apple spoils a tree.
    Class gifts develop this misery.
General powers presently exercisable may be considered a fee
    For this Rule Against Perpetuities.
Special powers may tardily vest -
    The donor's instrument furnishes the test.

Statutes may have superfluity,
    Not the Rule against Perpetuities.
In order to be good, an interest to vest,
    Must fulfill the following test.
It must vest if at all within years 21,
    After lives in being when the interest's begun.

Students of Wills, you must beware!
    The "kindly" professor is in his lair!
He has with him some ammunition
    That could lead to student attrition.
Instead the Rule is emblazoned on his student's brain,
    Who can give her thanks to the Master - Kadane.

Margery Rosin
rapidly approaching an intolerable situation in the Law Library. Due to the volume of use during the Moot Court and trial pract. season, it is impossible for the Library staff to do all the shelving that is being thrust upon them. We are sure you have experienced the problem while trying to find your case or your Law Review Article.

Therefore, we urge your help in keeping the Library shelved and neat. Please return all materials used to their proper place on the shelf. It is for the benefit of all.

Thank you,
The Library Staff
The DISPUTES SETTLEMENT SEMINAR, FALL 1976, on the occasion of the Post-Collective Bargaining Party presented the following to PROFESSOR ERIC J. SCHMERTZ:

Employers, employees were in their seats, 'Tho some excitedly rose to their feet. The Commonwealth of Mass. felt great elation Joining its workers in celebration.

There'd been no 8(a)(5), no 8(b)(3), All had bargained collectively. The contract was signed, a display of accord, They met for management and labor's award.

Who, did they say, was extremely fair! Who was the mediator extraordinaire! Who walked with elegance, savoir faire, Overseas exploits beyond compare!

He oozes charm, a touch of class, And yet appeals to the working 'Mass.' He's put his supporters through very hard tests; Yet they all clamor - 'He is the best!'

Employees and employers all stand tall, As they cheer ERIC SCHMERTZ throughout the hall. In fact, Taft and Hartley might be stunned To learn labor and management today are one.

We all join in celebration And wish to voice our appreciation!

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
The Alliance, AFSCME/SEIU
Margery Rosin
Three years have gone, the time has past.
Law school is finally over at last.
And for most students who have passed this way,
There is precious little left to say.

But there are a few - who knows their number?
Who have no memories to encumber.
For from day number one to the final conclusion,
They slept through class without confusion.

So for these souls deprived of fond recollections
I offer these limited selections
Of what they would have heard had they been awake
From the pedagogues whose lectures they forsake.

I start first with Agata, that marvel of clear thinking
Whose questions give you that feeling while sinking
That all of the law is a mere coalition
Built on nothing more than free association.

Oh students dear what frustration you miss
When you sleep through class in heavenly bliss.
And though your slumber protects your vanity
It also is responsible for saving your sanity.

And there was Mahon - with razor edged mind,
A true genius - a rare find.
He owns the Code - upside and down,
Quotes its provisions with nary a frown.

Had you only stayed awake when he taught
You would have been confused with what the Code had wrought.
For the Code is Malachy’s private domain
And he teaches to make sure it does so remain.

If you had attended any of the Dean’s classes,
You might have learned my lads and lasses
That the law is not quite as it does appear
Nefarious arguments in its bowels do leer.
SLUMBER

For right is wrong and wrong is right,
A lawyer's task is merely to fight.
So if the ethics committee gives you a shove,
Tell them that Freedman says that law is free love.

Now for those who missed the Silverman hours,
The melodious tones - the words in flowers.
Ah, what a loss - what a sensation!
You failed to see the ideas in creation.

You would have heard thoughts profound,
The art of Cardozo - again to resound.
How to take a simple idea of nought,
And to make whole megilla to be taught.

And if from my class your slumber was saving,
You missed a lot of ranting and raving.
So if of torts you have no notion,
It's only because you missed the commotion.

Chaos, Chaos the students say,
That's the method the Twerski way.
So be it my friends, its my Achilles heel.
You'll have to learn law by getting a feel.

From Filler to Ordover and David Kadane,
I could easily continue in a similar vein.
I could easily continue to spew forth guile
When my intent is only to close with a smile.

For you see my good colleagues - friends at the bar,
If you slumbered while learning by osmosis from afar,
You missed some good tricks from my friends who teach.
They tried mightily - your minds to reach.

For in your years at Hofstra you encountered some minds,
Who are jewels in the rough - such rubies are finds.
They slaved and they toiled to do their thing,
And now and then - it came with a sting.

But we are fiercely proud of the job we have done.
It's been lots of work and a good bit of fun.
And we hope you recall - with memories of glee,
Learning law at Hofstra - from years one through three.

Dean Aaron Twerski
Said Leon of Supreme Court fame, "You too can play the Constitution game
Let the innocent B's of the world freely act
And remember, the Constitution is not a suicide pact."

JB
Malachy Mahon's Ethereal Heaven
Is Article IX and 2-207.

JB
The Times of Our Lives

It is inevitable that some day we will don our rose colored glasses and slowly leaf through the pages of this yearbook, fondly recalling our unique academic experience at Hofstra. With a smile and a tear we shall waltz down memory lane vividly recalling the bad, the not so good, and the very rotten days of law school. How can we forget those times of beer and valium, when our lives were inundated with such traditional third-year courses as Commercial Paper, Conflicts and Criminal Procedure? And let us not forget Secured Transactions, that gem of a course taught a 8 o’clock in the morning when not even God was awake - but Malachy Mahon was.

Remember well how your tape recorder abruptly stopped in the middle of a lecture, the result of batteries too weak to turn your mangled tape. Do you recall the time your lucky pen ran out of ink while Professor Resnick was embarking upon one of his not-so-leisurely “walks” through Articles 3 and 4 of the UCC? And what about that time during Secured Transactions when your notebook toppled to the floor, spilling forth its pages like a July 4th skyrocket? Yet as you dashed madly about trying to collect your wits, Professor Mahon had already completed 10 intricate problems without so much as a single pause. Remember too the time when, as you searched in vain for a parking space, Professor Twerski was thousands of miles away, leading his Conflicts class on a journey from Des Moines to Tel Aviv - via Anchorage.

But most of all, how can we forget the problem method of analysis that was endemic to our classes and exams? Let yourself now re-live the experience of solving a typical legal problem. Relax, take off your shoes, look around for a pen and retrieve your dusty copy of the Uniform Commercial Code. But don’t get too comfortable because THIS IS A TEST AND IT COUNTS!
On July 2, a shepherd in Pasadena draws an instrument on the left side of a pregnant yak whose former domicile was Karachi. The shepherd sells the yak on a conditional sale to a pornographic movie salesman in Encino, to be used as collateral for a loan from Worstbank.

On July 5, the yak is kidnapped by a person of the Moslem faith who takes it aboard an unsecured train en route to Dayton, Ohio. During a poker game, the Moslem tries to convert the yak into bearer paper in order to satisfy his debt to the Ukranian Ambassador. However, while the Moslem is asleep, F.B.I. agents have planted an electronic surveillance device beneath his fez.

On July 6, in the course of a stopover in Boise, the yak is discovered to be missing. It has been hijacked by a gang of Croatian separatists who hope to use it as part of a down payment for the purchase of Staten Island.

On September 3, the yak is then transferred to Uncle Miltie, the owner of an amusement park in Bayonne. He endorses it over to Raoul, the king of a gypsy tribe in Kew Gardens. Raoul leads the yak down Avenue of the Americas to the Bulgarian National Bank. The Bank ships the yak F.O.B. to the payor bank which then returns it for insufficient fur.

QUESTIONS:
1. Does Ukranian law apply to this transaction? (You may feel free to consult with the Ukranian of your choice).
2. Does the transmitter located in the Moslem's fez invoke the fruit of the poisonous yak doctrine?
3. Does my Cousin Murray have a security interest in this transaction?
4. Will the crosstown bus to West 43rd Street pass through this classroom?
5. Has the shepherd breached any warranties?
6. Is Raoul a holder in due course of his sister, Giselle?
7. How long does it take the earth to make one revolution around the sun?
8. What is the current temperature in Miami?
9. If payor bank sues the Bulgarian National Bank in Sierra Leone, who will prevail? What is payor bank's first name?

NOTE: You have 3 minutes and 42 seconds to complete this problem. Good Luck.

Neil Weinrib
Irwin Miller
"There is a story of an applicant for admission to a famous graduate school who, when asked by the Dean of Admissions whether he had graduated in the upper half of his college class, replied, with great pride: 'Sir, I belong to that section of the class which makes the upper half of the class possible.'" Julius Cohen "An Evening With Three Legal Philosophers."
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As the time grows near for our departure, tradition imposes itself upon the final leg of our academic sojourn. It calls upon us to remember, reflect, philosophize, and to foresee the future, as we legal graduates face the uncertain world ahead. We have much to remember and reflect upon about our experiences at Hofstra Law School, as each of us can look back upon a personal triumph or defeat, viewing it as an overall struggle to achieve a common goal - professionalism. We too can look back upon those professors who have extended their talents to us (in their various forms), with fondness, as we have all been enriched by the knowledge we have gained. We can look back upon those acquaintances we have visited with, the friends of convenience we have made, and the lasting bonds of true friendship (whose continuance will be a source of comfort for years to come), feeling that the people we have met are important to each one of us in different ways. We should also remember our loved ones, i.e. the ones who we have always known, and those we have known only momentarily, but will always remember; thanking them for their guidance and steadfast support throughout our adventures, for without them, life would have seemed empty and unbearable.

When philosophizing, we can say that our experience here has been educationally relevant, rigorous, excruciating, exhausting, debilitating, mind boggling, productive, worthwhile, wonderful and unforgettable, and we would be accurate in all our descriptions. However, the questions we must grapple with are: What will the future hold? How will we use our professional responsibility in shaping it? Will we know how to reach the high levels of our trade, achieving the esteem and honor we all should value as important, or will we attempt to embrace the lure of lust and power that has destroyed many of our practicing brethren? Will we seek to turn our naivete into productive change that will benefit the lot of man, or will we continue to perpetuate that which stagnates society, and continues archaic methods that old traditions have mindlessly told us to follow? Will we think, feel and reflect about the guidance we give, or will we churn out advice because we are in that business?

The future is known and unknown for in our hands we hold the keys to turn those hidden locks; let us strive for that which is good, just and honorable, for things that will make us proud to wear the label of the professional; and let us strive for things that will make us feel the special glow of inner satisfaction earned through hard work, rigor and meaningful achievement.

We, the Class of 1977, bid the halls of Hofstra Law School farewell, as we remember it with fondness, thanking it for allowing us to cultivate the seeds of our personal and professional growth. Goodbye old friend - we will think of you often.

Bill Ezersky
A posh Park Avenue law firm is looking for someone to sit behind a big desk.

The position is part-time (approximately 20 hours per week) but could become permanent if the student works out.

Starting salary is $27,500 COMMENSURATE WITH ABILITY. The firm is not currently involved in any major litigation and does not anticipate any such annoyances in the foreseeable future.

The position requires a good sense of humor, a hearty appetite and a working familiarity with Gilbert Law Summaries which are used extensively.

Since this firm has never been very selective in its past hireings, it would be very much appreciated if the response be limited to only those persons who are not on "Law Review." Applicants should preferably be toward the bottom or side of their class.

To apply send a stamped, self-addressed envelope, along with a 3 X 5 index card (no resumes, please) with your name, address and telephone number printed thereon to:

Hubbledale, Smipple, Smirk & McGirk
375 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

All applications must be postmarked before midnight, December 31, 1977.

All applications become the property of the firm and will not be returned. The winner will be drawn at random by the senior partner and will be notified by return mail. The decision of the judge is final.

Wayne Livoti
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EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF 1977
REGINA HAYES
Auctioneer and Appraiser

Specializing in Estates and Personal Property

Sr. Member: American Society of Appraisers
Member: Appraisers Association of America
Member: National and N.Y.S. Auctioneers Association
(212) 808-0885

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
1977 GRADUATES
Your
HOFSTRA LAW SCHOOL
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Congratulations to the Class of 1977

Best Wishes to the HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW From Your Friends in Mineola

THE FOUNDATION PRESS
If Aristotle were still alive, we’d probably flunk him.

He’d be too old. Generally, the younger you are and the better your health, the better your chances.

So don’t wait. Buy now, and, regardless of what happens in the future, you’ll have protection. At the lowest rates possible.

Stop by our office and let’s talk over the benefits of buying while you’re still in school.

Agent:
David Hunter
585 Stewart Ave.
Suite 538
Garden City
222-2992

PROVIDENT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
Home Office: 4601 Market St., Phila., Pa. 19101
Subsidiaries: Provider Management Company
Provider Sales Company

GOOD LUCK, CLASS OF 1977
We’re with you when it counts . . .
CROSSING THE BAR

Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no foaming of the bar,
When I put out to sea,

But such a tide as moving seems asleep,
Too full for sound and foam,
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.

Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of farewell,
When I embark;

For tho’ from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.

Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1889

New York Bar Review
401 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
New York, New York 10001
212/594-3696

a BAR/BRI course
CONGRATULATIONS!!
MAY WE JOIN IN WISHING YOU A SUCCESSFUL AND REWARDING
CAREER AS AN ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR-AT-LAW.

SPECIAL OFFER -
AS A LAW SCHOOL GRADUATE YOU ARE QUALIFIED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A SPECIAL
ONE-TIME OFFER.

FOR LESS THAN $5.00 A WEEK YOU CAN OWN
THE COMPLETE McGINNEY’S CONSOLIDATED LAWS
OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED!! McGINNEY’S IS THE ONLY ACCURATE, UP-TO-
DATE STATUTE
SET WITH COMPLETE COURT CONSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIAL
PRACTICE COMMENTARIES.

SOUND TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE? FILL OUT THE
ENCLOSED CARD A’ND GET THE DETAILS OF OUR
UNPRECEDENTED OFFER. NO OBLIGATION, OF
COURSE.

WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
The Charter Executive Board of PHI ALPHA DELTA

With Its Members Congratulates the Class of 1977

FOR THE 1977 NEW YORK BAR EXAM

MARINO IS COMPREHENSIVE Teaching and Review of Substantive and Procedural New York Law

Marino Library of New York State Law

Short Form Preparation

Problem Integration and Analysis

Essay Writing Workshop

Programmed Learning

Mini-Bar Examination and Review

Model Bar Examination Book
Kiss the big burger good-bye.

According to economists, hamburger's going to hit $25 a pound in 20 years. So start stashing your money away each and every month or you'll never be able to afford it.

Life insurance is a good way to help you save regularly for the future, while giving you needed protection.

Stop by our campus office and let's talk over our life policy. You won't have to kiss anything good-bye.

David Hunter
58 S. Stewart Ave.
Suite 538
Garden City
222-2992